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Abstract: In the era of digital world, security of
‘information’ has extremely important to both organization
as well as individuals. When information is stored or
transmit by a message or packets of messages by some
channel there, be supposed to be some system or method to
protect the information from interruption and hacking. If
information hacked by the wrong one there might occur
various problems. Therefore, we need to secrete data in
such a way that no any third person or party can’t hack that
exact communication. The present research focuses on the
annoying to being enhance the basic Playfair technique
(5x5 matrix) to two matrix of size 12x18 size of rectangular
matrix, attacks probable on data and tackle these attacks by
means of right types of contradict measures. In addition, to
secure the key of the playfair technique is need to make
sure the safety measures of a given data by some kind of
mechanism and increase the security, confidentiality,
integrity as well as availability.
The cryptography algorithms are those algorithms that can
convert the data readable form to unreadable form as well
as unreadable from to readable form. According to key,
cryptography algorithms are of two types first is symmetric
key algorithm and other is asymmetric key algorithm. If the
encryption and decryption both are done using the same key
then it is called the private key or Symmetric cryptography.
Symmetric-key cryptography is where senders and receivers
share the same keys. So those keys are used for encryption
and decryption. They are used mainly with block ciphers
and stream ciphers.
I. CRYPTANALYSIS
Cryptanalysis means “decrypted the code or code breaking”.
It is the art of defeating cryptographic systems, and gaining
access to the process of encrypted messages, without being
given the key. In this goal are the same, methods and the
techniques of cryptanalysis have a big change from first to
last history of cryptography, and increase complexity of
cryptographic algorithm, ranging from paper as well as pen
methods of past to mathematically advanced programmed
schemes of present. [4], [5]
II. BRUTE FORCE ATTACK
An attack on a cipher text message, wherein the attacker
attempts to use all possible permutation and combinations, it
is called Brute force attack. [4]
In this type of attack attacker tries to enter every possible key
to get the original text. It is like if we have bunch of several
keys and don‟t know the exact key to open the lock then we
are try for every key in the available bunch until the lock is
going to open. So in this case attackers try at least half of
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possible key to get the data. So this is time consuming for
attacker as every time he has to try new key if the entered
key is not work until original text is not visible.
And while performing this attack if that person got the
success then the system will be compromised and he will get
the exact key and possibly he come to know the all past and
future message sent with the help of that key.
In the above we see the cryptanalysis and brute force attack
by the person who try to find the secret key. Attacker
normally have cipher text when he interfere between the two
authorized persons so it is just consideration that he know the
cipher text only but we always assume that he have an idea
about the algorithm used for encryption. So if this
information is available to attackers then he can go for the
brute force attack in which he try all possible combination of
secret keys. As we discussed previously if we used the larger
key space then it is practically impossible to try all the keys
because range is very large. So attacker depend on the cipher
text for every operation of encoding process, try to apply
various mathematical test to get the original output. To do
these entire things attacker must have some knowledge about
the type of plaintext he is searching for. This type can be
anything like English sentences, exe files, and financial
transaction file of any accounting organization or any type of
file which is sensitive for that person. [4]
When attacker only attack on the cipher text then it is very
easy to defend against this type of attack because in this
attack attacker has minimum information about this and so it
is not much easy to workout with it. In some of the cases
attacker have more information about these things possible
he is capable to get the plaintext messages and its encryption
process. Also there is a chance of getting some idea about the
original text patterns which regularly visible in the message.
For example if we consider the C program in that it always
start with some common code which can be easily guess or if
we are dealing with the electronic fund transfer then this also
have some specific pattern which is guessable. So in this way
attacker is able to assume the key and go for the further
operation to find all things which is required to harm or
damage any one. [4]
Plain text attack is also referred as word attack. If attacker is
operating with encryption process of some particular type
message then by experience or by working with that
environment style he will get some knowledge about that
message means which type of it is. Also id attacker get
specific information about that message then some portion of
the message may know by some processing and guessing
too. For example if one user transmitted one C program code
to another user and this code is critical or sensitive for both
these person. And while transmitting this code, if attacker
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got that code and he make some research and work for hours
to decode then after some work he get the knowledge that
this code contain some specific header, some comment line,
some specific special character and many such things which
are normally available in the program code then he will come
to know that this is some program code.
Also if while transmitting the message between sender and
receiver, sender uses the same technique, same style for
encryption and similarity between the keys then structure of
message will be same and attacker will see that there is same
structure in generating messages. It means if pattern of
message is repeated then the security will be compromised as
attacker will not find more problem while decoding it. [4]
The above case is never happened as only weak algorithm
fail when cipher text attack happen and in general all the
encryption algorithm are designed in such a way that they
must stand whenever such attack take place.
The encryption method we are using will be totally secure if
and only if the generated output in the form of cipher text
does not contain the sufficient information to define the
original plaintext in any possible way. In this case size and
how much is the output text does not matter. Also there is no
meaning how much span attacker has for the decryption; it is
not possible to decode the information as required
information is not present at that instance. There is some
exception of the above method called as one time pad (OTP),
no algorithm is totally secure in today‟s world. So every user
who is using the algorithm for encryption process attempt to
match the following principal:
• The price of decoding the cipher beats the value of the
encrypted information.
• The span needed to decode the cipher surpasses the
beneficial lifetime of the information.
When algorithms apply both the above principals then that
algorithm is called as sufficiently secure. But in fact it is not
easy to follow the above completely and difficult to calculate
the effort required finding the correct solution.
Everyone who worked in the security system accept the fact
that if attacker identify for the specific pattern then there is
more possibility that all secret information will be exposed to
attacker and this will affect the past and future operation of
that user. As user will never know that attacker cracked the
secret key and he is getting all the information in original
form. And the original user will transmitting his critical
information to the sender continuously, sender will always
thought that his information is secure and method is
sufficient strong enough to protect all his important work. [4]
The brute force attack try for every possible combination of
the key by which the coded information will be decoded and
in this process the attacker who is using this attack nearly
half of the possible combination for getting success. Data
encryption standard usually called as DES use 56 key size
and on the other hand triple DES uses 168 bit key size. And
at later stage in the case of advanced encryption standard
called as AES uses minimum 128 bit key size which may
vary as per the user. This all are the key size only but in the
operation of internal part there are various permutation and
substitution process are available which make the encryption
process more and more complex. Many times some
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encryption technique uses multiple key with proper
combination. After getting everything it is not easy to
decrypt the data as after some time span the knowledge of
such information become meaningless. But now many
people uses parallel microprocessor so there may be a
possibility of getting success. [4]
The size of key area in this dissertation the modified two
12X8 playfair cipher is 96!X96! (Factorial 96X Factorial
96). As the key area is very large it will be very hard for
modified cipher. Thus the modified two 12x8 play fair cipher
algorithm is stronger than traditional cipher.
III. MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK
It occurs, where the mugger furtively relays and probably
alters the communiqué between two parties who suppose
they are in a straight line communicate with each other.
Example of this attack is active eavesdropping, in which
mugger makes self-regulating links with fatalities as well as
relays communication between them to make them assume
that they are talking directly to each other over a secret link,
when in fact the mugger controls the complete conversation.
The mugger must be capable to interrupt all proper messages
passing between the two victims and inject new ones. This is
easy in many conditions. [29]
IV. CIPHER TEXT ONLY ATTACK
In this, attacker does not have any clue about PT. She has
some or all CT. The mugger analyzes CT at spare time to try
and figure out unique PT. Based on frequency of characters
attacker attempts to guess PT. Apparently, more CT
available to mugger, more are changes of a thriving
attack.[4] The cryptanalyst can start on a CT only attack.
However number of two 12X8 PF matrix diagrams to be
search would be 96X96X96X96 = 84934656 which is much
larger than 26 X 26 = 676. Thus the Thus the modified
16X16 Play fair matrix algorithm is stronger than the
traditional cipher.

Fig.3 Chosen Cipher Text Attack [4]
Known Plain Text Attack
In this attack, attacker has some pairs of PT and related CT
for those associated pairs, with this data, attacker try to
discover other pairs and then, know more PT. [4]

Fig 1 Cipher Text Only Attack [4]
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V. CHOSEN PLAINTEXT ATTACK
In chosen plain text, attacker selects a PT block and try to
discover encryption of same in CT. At this time, attacker is
capable to choose data to encrypt. Like this, attacker
calculatedly choose the patterns of CT that result in obtaining
more data about key.[4]

Fig 2 Chosen Plaintext Attack [4]
Example Differential Cryptanalysis
In this, a chosen plaintext attack to seeks to find out a
connection between cipher texts produced by two correlated
plaintext. It focuses on arithmetical analysis of two inputs as
well as two outputs of the cryptographic algorithm system.
[21]
Chosen Cipher Text Attack
In this attack, attacker knows about cipher text (CT) to be
decrypted, encryption method that was used to create this CT
as well as the related PT block. There is job of attackers, to
find out key used for the encryption process. [4]

Fig 5 Known Plain Text Attack [4]
VI. CONCLUSION
In the era of digital world, security of „information‟ has
extremely important to both organization as well as
individuals. When information is stored or transmit by a
message or packets of messages by some channel there, be
supposed to be some system or method to protect the
information from interruption and hacking. If information
hacked by the wrong one there might occur various
problems. Therefore, we need to secrete data in such a way
that no any third person or party can‟t hack that exact
communication. The present research focuses on the
annoying to being enhance the basic Playfair technique (5x5
matrix) to two matrix of size 12x18 size of rectangular
matrix, attacks probable on data and tackle these attacks by
means of right types of contradict measures. In addition, to
secure the key of the playfair technique is need to make sure
the safety measures of a given data by some kind of
mechanism and increase the security, confidentiality,
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integrity as well as availability.
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